Linc Hand
Born and raised in Birmingham, Alabama, Linc Hand grew up being
cast in local and national commercials through his Mom’s advertising
agency since he was six years old.
After moving to Los Angeles, Linc began to explore his love of acting
further by studying with legendary coach Howard Fine.

A life-long athlete, Linc's love of sports was nurtured by his father at a
young age. Linc excelled at football, basketball, and martial arts, but it
would be baseball that ultimately brought Linc's passions together.
Linc's natural athleticism made him a perfect fit to play Fritz
Ostermueller, one of Jackie Robinson's primary antagonists in the
2013 hit feature, 42.

Linc's television work has been seen on CBS, HBO, FX, and The CW. He
was most recently seen on CBS's NCIS as Navy Petty Officer First Class
Damien Hunter. He also joined ABC's Revenge as a recurring
character during the show's final 2013/14 story arc.
Linc has been featured in numerous live comedy bits on ABC's Jimmy
Kimmel Live, and he worked side by side with Stephen Merchant in
late 2013 when he guest starred on HBO's Hello Ladies.
Linc's serious side was seen starring alongside Adrian Grenier, Ben
McKenzie, and Kid Cudi in the 2014 feature, Goodbye World, which
opened in limited release on April 5, 2014.
Linc is also heading up Hand ‘N Hand Entertainment, a company
focusing on developing film, music, and web oriented projects.

Most recently Linc appeared in the film “Imperium” with Daniel
Radcliffe who portrays an undercover FBI agent.

Linc has appeared in over 43 films. He continues to be busy and has
four films and TV Series episodes that have been completed or are in
post-production. He is currently preparing for upcoming film roles
and working on some additional projects.
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